Social Media Posts
for the Start Phase

Over the course of the Start phase, share the following posts with community leaders to enjoy and share with their private and public networks. Digital files can be found on the electronic version of SASA! Together.

Thanks, GBV Prevention Network!

Many of the visual posts used in SASA! Together were produced by the GBV Prevention Network, a vibrant network of activists and organizations coordinated by Raising Voices working to prevent and respond to violence against women. Learn more at http://preventgbvafrica.org.

Text to Post: We all have power within. How are you powerful?
#SASATogether

Text to Post: How did you use positive power today?
#SASATogether
Text to Post: Strength is ensuring others also have power. How are you using your power within? #SASATogether

Text to Post: Your beliefs and values make you powerful. What do you believe in? #SASATogether

Text to Post: Do you choose to lead with love? Love is positive power. #SASATogether

Text to Post: What are your values? How are you living them positively today? #SASATogether

Text to Post: How do you use your power for good? #SASATogether

Text to Post: How are you using your power for good at home? At work? In the community? Share your power for good story! #SASATogether

A confident man respects a woman’s power within.

Let power rise up from within you so you can act on your beliefs.

LOVE is using KINDNESS to make someone STRONGER.

There are no positive values that justify violence against women.

There are many values that call for it to end: equality, respect, non-discrimination, human dignity and more.
We all have power, and we can use it positively or negatively. How are you using yours? How could you increase your positive use of power? #SASATogether

Talk about your values with your partner and family. Ask them theirs. What do you have in common? What would you like to strengthen? #SASATogether

What kind of leader are you? Do your actions inspire change? #SASATogether

What do you value most?

Your values hold the answers to your greatest dilemmas.

peace justice safety
kindness solidarity truth...
VALUE MOST?

Everyone has power!

How are you using yours?

If a person leads with words people will listen

If a person leads with actions people will follow.

Text to Post: We all have power, and we can use it positively or negatively. How are you using yours? How could you increase your positive use of power? #SASATogether

Text to Post: Talk about your values with your partner and family. Ask them theirs. What do you have in common? What would you like to strengthen? #SASATogether

Text to Post: What kind of leader are you? Do your actions inspire change? #SASATogether

Text to Post: Talk about your values with your partner and family. Ask them theirs. What do you have in common? What would you like to strengthen? #SASATogether